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Policy
Number
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Policy

Description and aim of policy

Ards and North
Down Borough
Council Tourism
Event Plan 20162017
Draft Smoke Free
Policy

To ensure Ards and North Down Borough Council has a detailed
planned and approved list of events for the financial year 2017- 2018
that encompasses the broad range of attendees at the council’s
tourism unit’s organised, funded and run events and promote the
Borough of Ards and North Down as a premier events location.
As part of the continuous review of health and safety the Council has
Screened out
considered the current evidence of the health risks associated with
passive smoking, as well as the discomfort suffered by non-smokers
exposed to tobacco smoke and smoke from electronic cigarettes, ecigs, vaporisers and vapes. From 1 April 2017 the Council will extend
the prohibition on smoking tobacco in Council buildings and vehicles to
include electronic cigarettes.
This policy is to guarantee the right of non-smokers to breathe smokefree air, whilst also taking into account the needs of those who smoke.
The policy is not concerned with whether people smoke, but with where
they smoke whilst at work and in public places.
This strategy provides a framework for the future prioritisation,
Screened out
development and provision of sports facilities at local level to meet
identified community need. It provides a generic policy to enable the
fair allocation of leisure facility development in accordance with
assessed future need and prioritisation, development of sports facilities
based on identified need, increasing participation, addressing health
inequalities and local identified relevant factors.
Prioritisation will be determined through working with a range of service
providers and potential service providers.

Ards and North
Down Borough
Council Sports
Facility Strategy

Screening
Outcome
Screened out

E 98

Ards and North
Down Borough
Council Sports
Pitch Strategy
Review 2014 –
2020

E 100

Feasibility to
provide
Greenways in
three locations
within the Borough
Policy on
prohibition of
access and use of
Council facilities

E 101

E 102

Learning and
Development
Strategy for
Elected Members

E 103

North Down
Museum
Documentation
Policy Statement

The Sports Pitch Strategic Review provides a framework for pitch
provision for the period 2014 to 2020. It identifies the stock of pitches,
their usage and condition to identify a baseline for consideration of
future provision. The strategy considers the range of sports that need
to be accommodated across the Borough.
The assessment also has considered Sport ‘NI’ ‘Bridging the Gap’
report, actual supply, demand for and capacity of playing pitches within
the Borough including council pitches, as well as private provision,
voluntary sector and education pitches that provide community use.
The policy considers travel distance, shortfall of pitches and priorities
for future investment and looks at the potential to use school facilities
and the need requirements of intermediate league clubs and Irish
Football Association small sided games.
Ards and North Down Borough Council are required to complete an
application process to receive funding to carry out a feasibility study on
the potential development of three greenways.
The Council aim is to receive this funding to enable the creation or
sustainability of three identified greenways.
This policy sets out circumstances under which persons may be
prohibited from accessing and using Council facilities and the
arrangements for administering such prohibitions. In such
circumstances, continued maltreatment of staff and disregard for terms
and conditions of use of facilities is unacceptable and this policy is
required to assist in mitigating against such abuses.
This Strategy details the approach by Ards and North Down Borough
Council to Elected Member Learning and Development.
The aim of this policy is to ensure that Elected Members are
appropriately developed and supported so they can be effective in their
roles.
This Policy is to ensure the information held in relation to the Museum
collections are accurate, secure, reliable and accessible.
The aim is to ensure that the council fulfil their guardianship,
stewardship and access responsibilities.
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Screened out

E 104

North Down
Museum Access
Policy Statement

E 105

North Down
Museum
Collections
Development
Policy

E 106

North Down
Museum
Conservation and
Collections Care
Policy

E 107

Memorial Plaque J S Dunville VC

This statement provides an overview of the North Down Museum's
policies regarding access to the collections, building and all exhibition
displays.
The aim is to make the Museum’s collection accessible for all; enable
everyone who wishes to visit to have access to scholarship and
information about the collection; and to facilitate the collection to be
enjoyed in as many ways as possible.
This policy details how North Down Museum will develop their
collections. It also details future collecting priorities for the period of
this policy noting that all artefacts must have a local Ards and North
Down connection. The policy aims to detail how the North Down
Museum will preserve the Borough’s unique history and heritage for
future generations and record, interpret and promote the ‘story’ of Ards
and North Down through its collections for the benefit of local people
and tourists alike.
North Down Museum’s collections are at the heart of the organisation.
To ensure the Council achieves the aim of this policy it will develop a
Collections Management Framework. This is to preserve the Borough’s
unique history and heritage for future generations and to record,
interpret and promote the ‘story’ of Ards and North Down through their
collections for the benefit of local people and tourists.
A number of residents of the Ards and North Down Borough Council
area received the Victoria Cross for valour during the First World War
and thereafter. A Victoria Cross was awarded to John Spencer Dunville
on 26 June 1917. Preparations to commemorate the 100th
Anniversary of JS Dunville’s death in battle are being made, both in
France and in Holywood. It is considered fitting the Council should be
involved in arrangements to mark this centenary.
The Council will support the installation of a commissioned replica
stone in a suitable manner that ensures all those from the Borough
who received a Victoria Cross are treated equitably.
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